Students, pros face grade expectations

Profs say students should prepare for study, hard work

BY JACKIE GRAYBILL
STAFF REPORTER

Bernadette wasn’t ready for college when she got there. She said that her senior year of high school did anything but prepare her for the college experience.

“They gave me bird courses — easy courses that I flew through. Because of that, I had to relace how to study and take in information when I got to college,” said Bernadette, not her real name.

She said that she got a rude awakening when she saw her grades for her first quarter at Highline.

“My parents were disappointed in me and I was disappointed in myself. I went from getting honors in high school to completely destroying my GPA,” Bernadette said.

She is not alone. Highline faculty said that many students experience a level of culture shock when they get to college.

The advice they give transitioning students includes taking personal responsibility, learning how to schedule and allocate time and keeping an open mind.

They say that the support and connectedness Highline students receive from faculty here, as opposed to that of a four-year school, will help ease their transition and will aid them in their quest for success.

Dr. Sydney Stegall, head of Highline’s Music Department, said that the transition from high school can be difficult for some students, particularly because of their newfound freedoms.

“There is a huge difference from high school to college and most students don’t know what to expect. The single biggest problem is the acceptance of responsibility,” Stegall said.

See Teacher, page 19

Students’ views on high school versus college

By Quentin Taminhart and Erica McLean
STAFF REPORTERS

Highline students have a variety of impressions about Highline in contrast to their high school experiences and their expectations for four-year institutions.

Students who pushed themselves in the past are usually more prepared for college than those who slacked off.

Some say high school prepared them while others say that college is harder than they thought it would be.

Student Gabby Kane said that while her last high school helped prepare her for college, most high schools don’t.

“It thought it would be a little bit harder than high school,” Kane said. “It is harder. I like it though. It’s more fast-paced.”

See Students, page 20

Running Start requirements to take WASL turned down

By Micah Dell
STAFF REPORTER

State senators have decided against requiring high school students to obtain a Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL) certificate before taking part in the Running Start program.

Senators replaced the original bill, SB 5356, with a substitute that would require more research to be done to find out how best to determine a high school student’s preparedness for attending college.

The original Senate bill would have required students at public high schools to pass the WASL in order to be eligible to take part in Running Start.

This WASL requirement was backed by high school administrators who said they were concerned over students failing in college and having to adjust to returning to high school, and that they were unhappy with what they said was the high schools’ lack of control in the process.

College administrators opposed the bill saying that it would limit a student’s options for learning.

Legislators on the state Senate Education Committee decided that more research needs to be done to accurately assess the situation and the preparedness level of Running Start students before deciding on changing eligibility requirements.

The substitute bill requires that the Office of Superintendent for Public Instruction and the State Higher Education Co-

See Bill, page 20
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ULAvites young students to consider college

BY IRINA PASTUSHOK STAFF REPORTER

Highline is encouraging young students to come to college earlier. The United Latino Association (ULA) organized a field trip on March 3 for young Latino students from junior high and high school to give them the inside scoop on college life.

The students are taught to gain higher education and the opportunities outside of high school. We want to let them know what is out there," said Josh Magallanes, Running Start and student development coordinator/ULA adviser.

The students’ field trip started and will be held at the Student Union, where they got to meet advisors and coordinators, including Toni Castro, Magallanes, Natasha Burrowes and Yoshiko Hardin Abe. The advisors talked to the students about Highline and the opportunities that the college offers.

“We want to encourage students to continue school and pursue their dreams, and not let anybody get in their way of succeeding,” said Magallanes.

Following the advisors, the ULA members shared their experiences and hardships in their journey through high school to college. Most of the members mentioned how hard their struggle was as Latin students and that peer pressure and family poverty are the hardest things to overcome.

“I will be the first to go to college in my family," said Julissa Castro, a sophomore from Everest High School.

Board of Directors.

The award recognizes a community college educator for his or her hard work and dedication to the college.

The award ceremony was held Feb. 21 in San Diego, Calif., at the CCID annual conference.

The winner was presented with $500, a plaque, and a registration to the next year’s CCID annual conference.

The Dr. Werner Kubisch award is named after the founder of the company and president of Stathi Reisen Meijenich.

"It is the largest and most independent educational and cultural travel organization in Europe," according to the CCID website.

Bermingham has been with Highline since 1994.

He graduated from California State University, Northridge with a B.A. and M.A. and received his Ph.D. from the University of California, Santa Barbara.

Community Calendar

Writing Center Workshop: Writing Portfolio Cover Letters Thursday, March 10 at 9 a.m. in Building 26, room 319. Cover letters give the reader a glimpse of who you are. It's the first thing that a person reads.

College Representative Information Table: UW Tacoma – Thursday, March 10 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Student Union, second floor. Come learn about UW Tacoma and pick up applications and more information.

Town Meeting: Current Issues Facing Higher Education – Thursday, March 10 at noon in Building 10, room 102. Student Government Senator John Dubois and Vice President for Legislation Paul Kalchik will be speaking.

Science Seminar – Friday, March 11 from 2:10 to 3 p.m. in Building 3, room 102.

April 4: Founders Day Celebration, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 5: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 6: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 7: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 8: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 9: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 10: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 11: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 12: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 13: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 14: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 15: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 16: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 17: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 18: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 19: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 20: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 21: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 22: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 23: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 24: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 25: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 26: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 27: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 28: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 29: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.

April 30: Spring Orientation – 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the College Student Center. The day will include a campus-wide presentation, faculty and student forums, an awards ceremony, and a reception.
Women's Day speakers call for awareness

BY OLGA KHIYUKIN STAFF REPORTER

Women being domestically abused by their partners should not be afraid to seek help, say professional advocates.

International Women's Day brought an awareness about domestic violence to Highline on Tuesday, March 8.

Two events were scheduled for the day. A domestic abuse discussion took place from 10 to 10:50 a.m. and a "After the Montreal Massacre" documentary and discussion also took place from 11 to 11:50 a.m. in Building 7.

The theme for the day was Breaking the Cycle of Violence Against Women, a representative from Domestic Abuse Women's Network (DAWN) came to talk about domestic abuse against women.

DAWN is a non-profit organization located in King County with four shelters. DAWN was started in 1980 by a group of women in response to the need for support for women who were abused. DAWN hosts a 24-hour crisis line with women who need support and help regarding abuse and violence.

Along with women, DAWN also provides services for children involved in the domestic violence situation.

Support groups for women and teens are also offered, along with working with the community through events such as the International Women's Day to make the community aware of the problem and give ways to prevent abuse from happening to women.

Meetings and services are completely confidential, so women don't need to worry about their abuser finding out about the help she is receiving.

"A woman is beaten every nine seconds in the U.S.," said Alicia, a DAWN crisis line and community advocate. She declined to give her last name.

Domestic violence is the leading cause of injury to women between the ages of 15-44 in the U.S. more than accidents, shootings, and stranger rapes combined, Alicia said.

The core reason for domestic violence is control and power, Alicia said. One person wants power and control over someone else.

Domestic violence can be emotional, physical, or sexual.

"The abuse can be intentional, or not," said Alicia.

There can be several triggers and influences to make the other person outburst. Stress, alcohol, and anger can be some of them, Alicia said.

"Domestic violence happens across all sub-groups."

"Education, race, and socioeconomic status don't matter," Alicia said.

Some things a partner might do can be very subtle, and hard to categorize, Alicia said.

Isolation, intimidation, coercion, and sexual abuse are some of the many forms of abuse.

Yet, there are women who will still stay with their abusive partner.

The reasons women stay in abusive relationships vary from them thinking that they are in love with the abuser to the victims blaming themselves, and being unable to support themselves, especially if they have children, Alicia said.

If you, or someone you know is being abused, don't hesitate to call DAWN's 24-hour crisis line at 425-656-7867.

In 2004 the crisis line took 9,000 calls, Alicia said.

"It doesn't matter who you are, where you are from, you can come for help," Alicia said.

Continuing on with the theme, an "After the Montreal Massacre" documentary and discussion with Rosemary Adang, a professor at Highline, took place.

The documentary told the story of how a man entered the University of Montreal on December 6, 1989, and violently killed 14 women.

In the documentary, a victim spoke out about the violence that can be seen toward women, even years after the Women's Movement.

Both men and women need to come together and take action, said Adang.

Foundation scholarships abound for Spring Quarter

BY MICHELLE ERICKSEN STAFF REPORTER

Attention Highline students: Lots of scholarship money is available, college officials say.

The Highline Foundation is offering scholarships to students for Spring Quarter.

All a student has to do is fill out an application and follow the instructions to complete the process.

Applying is much easier now and can be done online at www.funds4highline.org.

Many of the scholarships require two letters of recommendation, a cover letter, and a short answer/essay question to write.

Current and incoming Highline students are invited to apply for nearly 70 scholarships ranging from $500 to $2,000 each for the 2005-06 school year.

The scholarship funds top $100,000.

Students can use one application to apply for one to four scholarships from four different categories.

"We want to encourage every student to fill out an application," said Rod Stephenson, interim director of Resource Development.

The four categories are merit-based, need-based, special circumstances, program based and now new single parent scholarships.

Students applying for merit-based scholarships must have a minimum 3.0 GPA.

Need-based special circumstances scholarships require that a student demonstrate financial need.

Program-based scholarships require students to seek a certificate or continue in a certain program.

Some programs involved include Accounting, Computer Science, Engineering, and Nursing.

In order to receive a single-parent scholarship, a student must have at least one dependent child living in the house.

Financial need in order to finish college must also be demonstrated.

Every student should fill out an application, Stephenson said.

Scholarships are made possible by donations to the Foundation at Highline from individuals, community organizations and businesses throughout the South King County area.

The Highline Foundation is a 501c3 not-for-profit corporation, governed by a board of directors made up of community volunteers.

Applications for the scholarships are available online at www.funds4highline.org or on campus in Buildings 6 and 9.

The application deadline is April 15, 2005. For more information call the Highline Foundation at 206-870-3774.
Editorial

Recycling goals need plan

A group of people, spearheaded by Student Government, has decided that the campus needs more recycling. By itself, this is a great idea. Trash cans can often be seen filled to the brim with items that really should be recycled. Unfortunately, in this day and age, in order to be a saint, one must cough up the cash. And, in all honesty, that cash may not be readily available.

Currently, cardboard, mixed paper, and newsprint are collected for recycling, but Student Government is itching for more. The Senate decided to cease the recycling to include aluminum cans, plastics, and glass is a large amount of money. Where exactly that money may come from is a hard question to answer.

It's not that the recycling idea is a bad one, it's just that one has to look at whether the recycling plan is realistic or even feasible. Students who form Student Government have different priorities as they come and go. In order for the recycling to be successful, it needs to really take hold with those individuals that will remain at Highline for longer periods of time, such as faculty or staff.

Perhaps Student Government could start a more narrowed recycling plan and leave a prepared project for the next batch of students who will make up the following year's government. A general awareness of recycling and its effects should also be made known to students. If the reason behind the need is made known, perhaps students would be more likely to be aware of, appreciate, and use recycling bins.

Why not encourage campus awareness of recycling and waste issues? Promote "green days" on campus, encourage less waste, and make sure there is an interest in the recycling campaign.

Running Start to be studied

Legislators have taken a step in the right direction by rethinking SB 5360, which would have required students to pass the WASL before entering the Running Start program. The current Running Start program gives opportunities for motivated students to challenge themselves in a higher education setting. Although, some may say that Running Start students arrive unprepared for college-level classes. Legislators have now decided that additional research should be done before making such a decision.

Studies comparing the WASL, normal college entrance exams, and patterns and failure rates of past and current students will all be considered in the decision. The decision to further examine the issue at hand will give Running Start students a "second chance." Not all characteristics of a student in college classes can be measured by test scores. Other concepts, such as a will to succeed, should be considered when making decision that could affect the future status of the Running Start program and student opportunities. This study may find correlations in test studies and Running Start success, and then again, it may not. To jump into a bill, such as SB 5360, without considering all the consequences could take away from educational opportunities. But the decision to further research the issue gives legislators the time to prove their theories. Motivated high school students deserve the additional research that could save their opportunity to excel.

Freedom of speech is not the issue

It's nice to see such enthusiasm addressing democracy and the First Amendment. I'm afraid however there are no freedoms being abridged in the case of Students Against the Sale of Obscenities on Campus, SASOC. I am sorry to say that this message has been conveyed by the Democrats as being a freedom of speech issue.

It's such a great political tool to use the term "censorship" in our day and age, especially on a college campus. A little more acknowledgement of our position and reflection of this issue on the Constitution would identify that these cries of "censorship" and "violation of free speech" are just bait. The Constitution is generally "negative," it tells the state what they may not do, not what they must do. SASOC is making an argument that the book store has the right to choose whether or not to provide its campus with obscenities. As a Republican I'm a real "pro-choice" advocate, fighting the Democrats position of "no-choic." Let's look at it differently, the Democrats are violating the Constitution by stating that Highline bookstore must sell obscenities. Does the same reasoning say that Highline's currently violating the First Amendment by not providing every printed material in the world? These arguments are simply insane.

I'm surprised the president of Phi Theta Kappa would bite the bait of the Democrats political hook. SASOC has no issue with people reading porn. Not selling porn in our bookstore isn't a ban or a censor. If students wish to read these magazines they can bring them onto campus; we are not dictating what can or can't be read.

I know it may seem a bit of a shock, but the Highline bookstore can't offer everything for your personal convenience. The magazine section in the bookstore is already undesirable, it's bad enough to use up space with porn. Why not replace these cheesy magazines with higher quality magazines that can't be found at the local amap.

Porn is the only item that requires identification, and if an employee accidentally gets to check ID, they could be imprisoned under Washington State Law.

In one case a student, just of age, purchased porn in the bookstore without being carded. I know they have a policy, but it takes just a simple mistake. With future applied, how would this look in the community?

I guess it's all worth it to Laura Saunders, who also seems to believe that when reading the school mission statement, she finds a direct indication or rather motivation to offer students porn on campus. I find it inconceivable that such a conjecture can be made from the vice president of our college. I'd suggest that when reading the school mission statement while shopping in the bookstore, it would indicate there is a failure to provide students with "the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values necessary for productive, responsible, and meaningful lives."

Let's not forget we place the bookstore employees' reputation, along with Highline's, in unnecessary jeopardy. I'll buy Laura Saunders lunch if she can give me a reasonable justification to where in the mission statement she feels compelled to offer her students porn on Highline campus.

Josh Dill is a student at Highline.
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Students gain points in life with S.C.O.R.E.

College can be a scary place to visit when you’re in high school. You have a mind full of questions needing an answer, but at the same time, you want to prove to your friends that you are cool. Some high school students are fortunate enough to have college-educated parents. But then there are others who are breaking new ground by becoming the first in their family to graduate from high school and earn a college degree.

Highline’s third annual Students of Color Opting to Reach Excellence (S.C.O.R.E.) conference was held last Friday, March 4. S.C.O.R.E. is a conference meant to help students of color learn about the opportunities that are available to them after high school. At the same time, they are getting a chance to get their questions answered by people who are experiencing similar feelings about continuing their education.

I was selected to be one of the college mentors for the day. Each one of the mentors was paired up with an ethnic student of a different ethnic background in order to cover more ground when it came to group activities.

In our group of high school students, a variety of ethnic backgrounds were represented, such as African-American, Latino, and Native American. The majority of our group was a Latino background, which struck me as an opportune time of life, because I as a Latino student could relate not only to their feelings about college, but also to their cultural feelings about college.

In the beginning of the day, the students just spoke among themselves. But as the day progressed and the students found out how much in common they had with their mentors, questions began to pour out like rain.

“How do you pay for school? How do you put your schedule together? What kind of classes can you take?”

In my group, I had some students who knew what they wanted to do, a few that didn’t know but wanted to go to college, and a man who wanted to go to school but take a year off in order to take care of his baby.

After my partner and I finished giving them a summary on what attending Highline was like, the student mom came up to me and started to talk to me about the child care on campus. She shared with me her ambition of continuing school, but with a soon-to-be 1-year-old daughter.

The day was coming to an end and we had the opportunity to speak with the students. I told her that it was a simple process and could be done online.

After lunch we had an open mic. High school students as well as college mentors participated in this event. There were rappers, poets, cheerleaders, and dancers showing off their talent.

As we headed down to Building 10 for the workshops, a group of students asked me to finish my poem that I had begun at the open mic.

There are students who want to attend college but don’t know how it’s done. There are others who are afraid to go to college. But every student needs someone to show them the ropes. I never knew that the voice of a student of color meant so much to college student prospects.

This fall Martha will become a first generation college grad.

PORN UNNEEDED AT HIGHLINE

DEAR EDITOR:

When I first heard that Highline sells pornography, I was shocked but I didn’t really care. How does that affect me? Then I started to think of why we have the porn in our bookstore. What is the bookstore for? It’s a place for me to get the materials that I need to learn— to improve my education.

Can someone tell me the educational benefits of porn in our bookstore? You might say pornography helps you learn about the human body. But does it? Are you thinking, “Now that is her gluteous maximus, I wonder how it works?” No! You’re thinking of sex, not school.

I’m not going to tell you not to look at pornography. You can look at it all you want, but the bookstore is for everyone, including children and under-age adolescents, whose parents might not want them to see such things.

The bookstore also includes those of us who are religious, such as Christians, Mormons and Muslims, who might be offended by the sight of these magazines.

Some schools have banned Tom Sawyer, because the “word” is used, and many people find the pornography much more offensive.

Finally, pornography in our bookstore, no matter what its reputation for a place of higher education. A place where we learn to better our society. The standards are higher for other places, such as Green River, Central Washington University, and the University of Washington. Shouldn’t our standards also be as high as? This reputation affects you and me, for we are all learning and growing together.

-RACHEL KING

HIGHLINE STUDENTS

SPORTS PAGES ARE OVERDONE

DEAR EDITOR:

What’s with the five pages of sports coverage devoted to the Thunderbirds? Granted, sports are an element to campus life, but really, how many students attend games, or even care?

College sports are indeed engaging at the major NCAA colleges, such as Michigan football or Duke basketball.

Sure, sports contribute to experience at Highline, but I’m not sure how much. It’s important to the student-athletes, of course, and to a few of the Highline students, but let’s not give it more attention than it deserves.

-BRYAN HANSON

HIGHLINE STUDENT

PORN: NOT THE ONLY DISTRACTION

DEAR EDITOR:

This is in regards to the article about the removal of the adult magazines in the student bookstore.

Allow me to be the devil’s advocate. I have been attending college seemed to be out of her reach.

"Can you tell me more about the daycare here? I know that if I leave my baby there, I am going to school," she told me.

I explained to her some of the options that were available to her and referred her to Assistant Dean Toni Castro.

I not only got a chance to talk to a small group of students, but also to tell them my story of how I ended up in college during the panel. There were five panelists including myself. After being put on the spot for about 15 minutes that seemed an eternity, we had a chance to finally step down and have lunch before the workshops.

As I was heading out to catch a lunch, a girl came over to the side of the room where the cartoons were in classes. Her English wasn’t the best, so she felt comfortable being able to speak to someone in her tongue. Spanish.

I told her that it was a simple process and could be done online.

After lunch we had an open mic. High school students as well as college mentors participated in this event. There were rappers, poets, cheerleaders, and dancers showing off their talent. As we headed down to Building 10 for the workshops, a group of students asked me to finish my poem that I had begun at the open mic.

There are students who want to attend college but don’t know how it’s done. There are others who are afraid to go to college. But every student needs someone to show them the ropes. I never knew that the voice of a student of color meant so much to college student prospects.

This fall Martha will become a first generation college grad.

PORN IS FREEDOM OF SPEECH

DEAR EDITOR:

This is about the “porn war” I have been listening to for months now. Since I am also a paralegal student, I have a different viewpoint on certain issues.

The main thing is this: freedom of speech is a right given to all of us in this country by the U.S. Constitution. This also includes porn on any bookstore shelf, store shelf. It is entirely up to the individual as to whether you buy the magazines in question or not.

The Supreme Court has the right to say that these magazines are inappropriate for sale, and you know what the Supreme Court says.

-WYATT GILDERY

HIGHLINE STUDENT

-THUNDERWORD

I CANT PROOF READ THIS EXAM.

THERE’S A PANSY IN THE BOOKSTORE.

PREMIERE COURT SAYS...

-BRYAN GILDERY

HIGHLINE STUDENT

Porn is freedom of speech.

DEAR EDITOR:

This is about the "porn war" I have been listening to for months now. Since I am also a paralegal student, I have a different viewpoint on certain issues.

The main thing is this; freedom of speech is a right given to all of us in this country by the U. S. Constitution. This also includes porn on any bookstore shelf, store shelf. It is entirely up to the individual as to whether you buy the magazines in question or not.

The Supreme Court has the right to say that these magazines are inappropriate for sale, and you know what the Supreme Court says.

I can’t proof read this exam, there’s a pansy in the bookstore.

-PREMIERE COURT

I told her that it was a simple process and could be done online.

After lunch we had an open mic. High school students as well as college mentors participated in this event. There were rappers, poets, cheerleaders, and dancers showing off their talent. As we headed down to Building 10 for the workshops, a group of students asked me to finish my poem that I had begun at the open mic.

There are students who want to attend college but don’t know how it’s done. There are others who are afraid to go to college. But every student needs someone to show them the ropes. I never knew that the voice of a student of color meant so much to college student prospects.

This fall Martha will become a first generation college grad.
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Choir immerses Highline in new culture

By JESSIE ELLIOTT
STAFF REPORTER

Highline will be immersed in the culture of the Americas at the choir concert this evening.

"We'll be presenting songs of Central and South America," said Dr. Sandra Glover, the choir director and part-time faculty member at Highline.

This quarter, many students are in the choir for the first time.

Student Hi-Lo Asrat said there are a lot of challenges for him.

"The music we're studying is all different than what we usually sing here so it's interesting," Asrat said of his favorite part of the process.

"It's a groundbreaking experience because it really opens you up," said student Jamey Beaulieu.

The choir will begin with tribal songs in the original language from a primitive Indian tribe in South America, a group called the Koa.

Along with the tribal songs, Todd Chernberg, a part-time music faculty member at Highline, will play tribal instruments accompanying the choir.

He will also explain the history of the music and the tribe.

Also featured in the concert are Cuban and Jamaican pieces.

Ben Thomas, a full-time music faculty member, will be leading his percussion class accompanying these particular pieces.

Thomas will also lecture on the sources of Cuban rhythms.

The most difficult piece for the students is a Cuban song that has four rhythms, but it is the students' favorite song, Dr. Glover said.

"You will hear Spanish, Koa tribe words, French from Haiti, and English," said Dr. Glover.

"Once you get a hang of it, you really get it and you know what you're supposed to say," said Beaulieu.

Not only will students and faculty members from Highline be participating in the concert, but guests will be featured as well.

"In this concert, dancing will be our biggest feature," Dr. Glover said.

The United Latino Association from Kent-Meridian High School, advised by Dan Aragon and Sheri Stephans, will be performing Cuban and Caribbean cultural dances.

They will also be teaching dance steps as part of the cultural immersion for the audience.

"This gives the audience a feeling for the primitive and Indian tribal chants and sophisticated Afro-Caribbean dance rhythms," Dr. Glover said.

Also, as part of the cultural immersion, a variety of Central and South American foods will be offered.

Some of the foods featured will be Brazilian "Bread of the Dead," Mexican wedding cake, chocolate, coffee, and virgin margaritas.

"We're going to taste a bit of Central and South America," Dr. Glover said.

Dr. Glover encourages people to come to the concert to experience a different culture.

"People will be more than entertained, they will be educated by lecture demonstration, authentic songs, and a variety of tastes, sights, and sounds," Dr. Glover said.

The concert will be tonight, March 10, at 7:30 p.m. in Building 7, and admission is free.

"I'm extremely nervous and extremely excited and full of energy and we're going to do it," said student Saudra King.

Beauty may be skin deep, but the pageant was rich

When my voice teacher suggested that I run in the Miss Burien pageant (the local of the Miss America), I started laughing. Then I realized she was serious.

You see, as a teenager, I was anything but a beauty queen — I had to walk around in acne to die down first. And even at that, average is as average goes.

Like anyone, I had preconceived ideas about the kind of girls who run in pageants.

The thought of competing in a beauty pageant didn't scare me as the opportunity of a lifetime.

But, amidst my protests, my teacher assured me that the experience would help me develop in my personality that seriously needed help and that it would grow me in ways that would help me reach my potential as a person.

I didn't believe her. Well, the needing help part I believed, but I wasn't sure about the pageant part.

When I finally decided to take the plunge and sign up, I was in for the shock of a lifetime: it wasn't really a beauty pageant (lucky for me).

They didn't have a type of girl they were looking for and they didn't try to mold us into something we weren't.

Instead, they looked at each individual girl and gave her the tools to help her bring out what she really is and what she has to offer.

That process includes giving her the tools to overcome her fears.

I have heard it said that the No. 1 fear for people is public speaking.

I am no different — it makes me shake at the knees.

And yet, it is something that many of us need to be able to do to be successful. We face interviews, meetings, presentations and all other forms of dreaded communication.

Because 50 percent of a contestant's scoring is based on their ability to communicate effectively (in a 12-minute interview and two onstage questions), most of the rehearsal time was spent on that.

The training included roundtable discussions every week, which focused on current issues from environmental concerns to health care to election issues.

Each contestant was encouraged to listen to all of the information presented and to decide for herself what she believed about the issue so that she could effectively communicate it to others.

One of the concerns many people have about pageants is that they lower the self-image of the women who participate in them because their looks are compared to those of the other contestants.

I got the shock of my life when the experience actually ended up strengthening my self image more than anything I have ever done, because 80 percent of the scoring is based on communication and talent skills instead of on looks.

My experience showed me that pageants are about more than what is on the outside, but that it helps each young woman focus on strengthening who she is as a person.

It helps her to focus on the things she can change and shows her the insignificance of what she can't change.

Even though I didn't win the pageant, I learned that the journey truly is more important than the destination.

This portion of the journey has given me confidence because it has forced me to face my fears. And that is worth any amount of effort or primping I have had to put in.

The pain from hours in heels, however, I'm still not sure about.

Jackie is Miss Toward 2005.
Old school styles inform painter’s work

By Rachel Libby

Staff Reporter

Renaissance painter Eric Winiecki is this month’s featured artist at the Highline Library.

Winiecki is an oil painter who, after years of drawing with black and white, discovered a love for color. No art piece of Winiecki is the same in color.

“Color adds a dimension of emotional depth to a piece of work,” said Winiecki.

“Renaissance art is especially appealing to me because of its combination of strong drawing skills and its relatively simple but effective use of color.”

In numerous pieces, it’s obvious that Winiecki focuses on different uses of color. From pieces of body work using copper-tone colors to dimensional pieces using abstract colors like shades of blue and white.

By looking at the artwork, Winiecki reveals almost a passion of painting a woman’s body. He focuses on the beauty of a woman’s natural curve, such as hip bones and the spine structure.

In one painting particularly, his focal point is of a woman sprawled falling forward naked, exposing only the curves of her back, and lower body.

However, Winiecki displays work that resembles pieces of artist M.C. Escher. His use of dimension captures the viewer’s eye of where the piece is going. One particular painting showed a two-level dimension of a place. He uses different shades of white, giving his viewers a sense of feeling almost empty and lost.

One level shows mountains with a dark blue sky. Meanwhile, this level shows a crack that falls into a scene that is similar to an ancient abandoned city. His artwork also varies into simplistic work.

Once piece featured in the art gallery resemble something that can be found in a Dr. Suess book.

There are elongated lines that flow across the painting giving a very playful or peaceful feeling to the observer.

Winiecki seems like he is trying to keep this specific piece simple by using basic colors and shapes.

Winiecki is originally from the Midwest but has lived in Seattle now for 15 years.

He studied briefly at the American Academy of Art in Chicago and at the Art Institute of Seattle.

He claims, however, to be mostly self-taught.

“I’ve read many art books and taken various classes over the years. Copying works by the great masters has been especially educational,” he said.

This exhibit of artistic talent will be on display throughout the month of March on the fourth floor of the Highline Library. The April show for the gallery has yet been picked.

Point those stilettos directly off Highline campus

People wearing stilettos on campus are completely insane. My point is that about 80 percent of Highline campus is uphill with construction and gravel pathways that still need concrete. I just don’t understand what comes to wearing stilettos on campus.

Stilettos are high-heel shoes that look like your heel is being held up by a toothpick. Most common ones I’ve seen on campus are the pointy-toed stilettos.

Don’t get me wrong, I love stilettos myself. I always wear them with nice dress pants and casual jeans at work and other outside school events, but on campus, I would never wear them.

You are trekking to and from class in a certain time period that doesn’t give you room to walk pretty. Carrying a load of books in a backpack does not complement your stilettos at all either.

It’s almost a cry of Help! I don’t know if my feet can hold her!

I could understand maybe a small stiletto boot that ranges in height of only an inch, but a 3-inch heel is just way out of line.

It’s almost a cheap way to make you look slender without the liposuction. There comes a point when you have to use good common sense judgment in deciding when and where to wear stilettos.

If you know that you’re going to a place where there are roller back-packs and uphill walkways, do not wear stilettos. But if you’re going to a place where it’s probably semi-formal, less walking, and more level ground, then wear stilettos.

Plus if your posture has suddenly changed into looking like you’re walking over egg shells, then you should more than likely not wear them at school or anywhere else.

Nowadays, I’m seeing people who just don’t care where, when, and how they wear them. Pretty soon I’ll see them climbing a whole mountain with those stilettos.

The trick to looking good in really uncomfortable in stilettos and it’s obvious that you’re having a hard time walking, then it’s you trying to fit into the attire.

But if you’re wearing stilettos and you look comfortable and the heel is not too high, then it’s the attire fitting you.

Everyone’s body is different, therefore everything is not for everybody. Plus, people should remember that there is a certain time and place for certain things to be worn.

So let’s try to avoid gaudy stilettos on campus and keep them in a place where we are not running in circles to get to class.
New book, Hotbody 101, fact or fiction?

By Annie Runnels

STAFF REPORTER

College students rejoice: Hotbody 101 is a diet and exercise book directed toward college students' lifestyles.

Michael S. Kamins is the author of Hotbody 101 and is a certified personal trainer.

The book breaks down into individual chapters explaining each step of the diet and exercise program.

The book gives valuable advice that is sometimes hurt by Kamins attempt to be humorous.

Kamins peppers his work with little side comments all throughout the book that don't add any valuable information. For example he actually spells out "hehehe," when he is trying to be funny.

The comments made are not only for the readers to know but only for the amusement factor, which is low.

The book talks about eating habits and portion sizes in the program; a typical portion size is only as big as a clenched fist.

Kamins continually repeat himself throughout the book, which could either be a good thing or an annoying thing.

Chapter six is probably one of the better chapters that will benefit all who read this book.

In it, Kamins explains how a person should perform certain exercises and he even has pictures to back up his explanations.

He targets each part of your body including chest, back, hamstrings/quads, shoulders, traps, calves, biceps, triceps, and abs.

Kamins promises that if you follow his program right down to the last gram of carbohydrate, you will achieve your weight-loss goal in eight to 10 weeks.

He claims that in his program that you must eat one gram of protein for each pound of weight you weigh. This means that if you weigh 130 pounds your daily intake of protein is 130 grams or about a quarter pound.

For some people that may be a tough challenge to face everyday.

He does provide two different workout plans for those who don't have the availability in their schedule to lift weights five days a week. The second version of his program is when you only have to lift weights three days a week.

His format is very easy to follow because he lays it out on Excel, which helps the reader understand how many reps to do and how many sets to perform.

Cardio is another important part of Kamins' program. He breaks it down in three different ways you can do the cardio.

The first one is 40 minutes of steady cardio at a moderate pace, second is 25-30 minutes of higher intensity, and third is interval training for 20 minutes. This all explained fairly well in the book.

Throughout the book Kamins gives little side tips that are useful to people who don't catch on all that quickly or a comment that helps them to get motivated.

For example, in the light cardio boredom tip it said, "Read your favorite magazine or novel, or (you can even study) when doing long-duration cardio on stationary equipment like bikes, treadmills, and elliptical machine.

Kamins does have sections in the book that relate completely to a college student's lifestyle, for example going out to the bar or out to the club where liquor and beer come into play.

Liquor, he says, equals sugar, and he explains how to drink responsibly while staying committed to your diet. He gives drink recipes in the back of the book that all include low-carbohydrate alcohol.

At the end of the book Kamins does FAQs in chapter 10 and in chapter 11 gives you the information to contact him or visit his website.

Lastly in the appendix he gives the recipes for the meals he has for the diet part of the program.

Overall the book has good information about the exercises and some information out of left field he gives to his readers in what he tries to be humorous but only coming off as not being funny and a little irritating.

For many people this book will interest, fascinate and be read and beneficial but for others it may not be your ideal diet and exercise program to help you achieve your health and fitness goals.

Drama Department enhances Highline experience

If you get the chance, you should go see a production put on by Highline's Drama Department.

It may surprise you that a college acting company can put forth such talent, even though some of them have only been acting for a couple of quarters.

The Drama Department is under the direction of Dr. Kristina Taylor, who chooses a wide variety of interesting plays.

They can be fresh new material or plays written by Shakespeare, and each type offers the students a unique challenge to stretch beyond their normal capacity.

Part of the reason why Highline's plays are well done has to do with the teaching.

College level professors who have majored in theater have learned all aspects of it, from practitioners to design, said Dr. Taylor.

"It is a competitive field and the applicants for teaching jobs at the colleges and universities almost always have sound professional credits as well as degrees. This real working experience is very important as the faculty is trying to train young actors and theater workers to succeed against the odds in the profession," Dr. Taylor said.

It is apparent that Highline's program is a cut above the rest, especially when looking at the other theaters in the area.

While some local theaters aren't in the same category as college theater, the difference in skill can still be seen.

"Community theaters sometimes get stuck in these tired old standards," said Dr. T.M. Sell, a former newspaper theater critic.

Many community theaters I have seen don't take any chances with their play choices.

Many of them, for example, Burien Live Theater and Centerstage Theater, choose older plays that have not aged well.

For example, Centerstage Theater put on You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown last spring, and not only was it not the best script in the first place, it hasn't aged well at all.

Another example is Burien Live Theater's production of The Robber.

This play is very difficult, and the skill level for the production wasn't there.

The Drama Department, on the other hand, makes new and interesting choices, and doesn't stick with one certain genre.

For example, this spring, the Drama Department will present the student-directed one-act plays. This is always a fun show as there are four or five different plays from all different genres; some are funny, some are moving, and some have a bit of each.

Going to see a production put on by Highline will be sure to entertain you, because the faculty and students are passionate about what they do and make the play fun to watch.

"Most theater folks love the work and want to be very good at it so they stay abreast of the profession.

"Most theater workers also love the students attracted to the work and want to give them a real chance at being a professional if they can," said Dr. Taylor.

International showcase of talents comes to Highline

By Rachel Lusby

STAFF REPORTER

The third annual International Night at Highline promises to bring in students, staff, faculty, and community the chance to showcase their internationally themed talents.

"This is not a talent show," Mariko Fujisawa, director of International Student Programs said. "This is an official event called the third annual Interna-

tional night; we will have an international dinner, 20 display booths, and international per-

f ormances."

Possible performances for this showcase range from belly dancing to hand bell perfor-

mances to flamenco dancing.

Anything that is internationally themed fits the bill for this showcase. This is all a part of Diversity Week at Highline and it is open to any and all High-

t une members, students, staff, and faculty and to the commu-

nity surrounding Highline.

There are very specific re-

quirements for holding an event such as International Night for Diver-

ty Week in general.

"International Student Pro-

grams wanted to celebrate cultures and to help increase the global awareness on campus. Also, we wanted to give our international students the chance to show their cul-

tures," Fujisawa said.

Over $5,000 of both S&A funds and International Student Programs funds are covering the cost of this event.

This year, International Student Programs is working closely with other groups of Highline. Student Programs, the World Languages Depart-

ment, the ESL Department, Kaplan International, and Me-
dia Services are all on board to make Diversity Week run smoothly.

Students who are interested in performing for the Third An-

nual International Night show-

case must fill out a performance proposal form and make their performances no more than five minutes long.

They are still looking for volunteers for Diversity Week, anyone who wishes to be a vol-

unteer or a performer may con-

 tact Yuko Ohno at International Student Programs or email her at yohnoh@highline.edu.
T-Birds fall short at NWAACC tourney

BY JAMIE GROSSMANN
STAFF REPORTER

TRI-CITIES -- The Lady T-Birds went to the NWAACC tournament with hopes of a championship, however their shooting slipp...
Cain making impact felt on basketball court

By Alex Harcourt

Marissa Cain brought her all-star reputation to the tradition of excellence of the women's basketball team this year. "Nothing seems to slow her down, even when we were losing she maintains her aggressiveness," said one teammate.

In the first game against Clackamas, Cain managed to score 14 points and nine total rebounds. The final score was 69-63 Clackamas.

In Friday's game, Cain contributed 10 points and five total rebounds. The Thunderbirds' third and final game at the tournament against Lower Columbia, Cain blocked three shots, had 11 rebounds, and 17 points.

Cain came to Highline from Bellarmine Prep where she was a three-year starter. She came in as a 6'6 highly decorated freshman who could play the swing as well as the post.

In 2004, Cain was a Tacoma News Tribune Highlight Player, made the Narrows League First Team, and was an Above the Rim Washington State All-Star. This season Cain was named First Team All Conference and a First Team All-Star in the West division.

"I would say my biggest career highlight was playing in the Washington State All-Star game after my senior year," Cain said.

This season Cain led the team in many statistical categories. Including field goals made and blocked shots. Cain's favorite part of this season was seeing the team come together.

"In the last few games the team has really come together and started playing as a team whereas before we were just a bunch of individuals playing on the same team. "We're much more team oriented now, and I like that," said Cain.

Cain enjoys her relationship with the other players on the court as well as off the court. "I really like the team a lot. There is no one that I dislike on the team. That's the same for other players, outside of basketball we can all have fun hanging out together," said Cain.

Cain who has been playing basketball since the third grade, has become ardent about the sport. "It's one of the few things that I'm passionate about. It's one of the few things that I'm willing to put all of my energy into," said Cain.

When Highline Women's Head Coach Amber Rowe was in the process of recruiting Cain, she was impressed with her ability and knew that she would be a great asset to Highline's team. "When I first saw Marissa I could just tell that she's an athlete," Rowe said. "She's taken control, she also comes from an athletic family," said Coach Rowe.

Currently Cain is striving to get a scholarship to a university, she is currently undecided on her major.

The Evergreen State College has already begun recruiting Cain. Cain has no big plans for the off season but will make sure her skill doesn't go to waste. "In the off season I'll get a job and play basketball in the open gym," said Cain.

‘Family’ atmosphere translates into teams successes

By Jamie Grossman

The women's basketball team ended the season last weekend without a championship. However, what they received in consolation very easily could mean more than a championship— a family.

The team had the expectation of bringing home its first championship in 22 years, while Head Coach Amber Rowe just wanted to be playing on Sunday.

The women had opened league play with a five game win streak before losing to Centralia. The women then went 3-2 over the next five games, with losses to Lower Columbia and Peninsula.

The five-point loss to Pierce, while it ultimately cost the women a shot at the division title, became a turning point in the season. It sparked a five-game win streak that saw the women win by an average of 17 points, including a 32-point victory over Columbia, which is second at home.

"It was a good season, with the exception of the loss to Pierce," said Rowe.

"We won all the games we should have won except the game at Pierce," said guard Christine Kim.

While the loss to Pierce may have given the women a wake-up call, the victory at home against Centralia on Feb. 16 was the highlight of the season for many.

"Beasing Centralia was the highlight. We played as a team and the victory gave us lots of confidence," said Shelby Avaya.

"The Centralia game at home was fun and the "war" theme added to it," said Taryn Pflypcs. "And the fact that they had beaten us pretty bad at their place gave us that extra motivation."

"Centralia at home was probably our best all around game of the year," said Rowe.

The women finished the regular season 13-3 in league, 20-8 overall and undefeated at home.

This marked the second straight year that Coach Rowe took the women to the tournament, with last year's team making a quick exit after two straight losses. This year the women wanted to take it a step further and make sure they were playing on Sunday.

However, after a first round loss to defending champs Clackamas, the women found themselves with their backs to the wall, as the next loss would send them home.

"It was a hard loss, because we know we could have won," said Megan Triller. "It was so close. It was a big let down because our focus was winning the championship."

"It's hard knowing that we would have won if we played our game," said Marissa Cain.

"Marked knowing that one loss turnover or one more score could have changed the outcome. It was that close."

The women went on to win their second round match up against Peninsula with seven.

"We were excited coming into the game," said Triller. "We knew that we could handle them. It was a good win, we were all excited."

"I thought we were fired up after losing yesterday," said Cain. "It was a good feeling knowing that we are not going home today. It's nice knowing that we improved as a team from last year."

The women's third-round matchup would mark the third and final time they would face Lower Columbia this season.

Highline came out and played their game and had the victory up until the closing seconds. While the loss knocked them out of the tournament what they accomplished can't be ignored.

Highline had improved their record, gone further in the tournament, and had formed a bond that could be seen in the interaction amongst the players.

The highlight for Coach Rowe was not on the court rather it was at a hotel over winter break. The team was on an overnight trip to Canada and rather than everybody doing their own thing everybody was together.

"They really liked each other. During our trip over Christmas to Canada everybody wanted to hang out in one room," said Rowe. "The fact that everybody wanted to be in one room hanging out showed how they had come together. This was truly a family and that is something you typically see at this level."

A certain degree of camaraderie comes about when you play on a team. These women exhibited that throughout much of the tournament as they could be seen sitting together chatting amongst themselves.

"It was a lot of fun this season interacting with the players and coaches," said Pflypcs. "It was fun just being apart of this family."

The final buzzer marked the end of the season for the freshmen and for the sophomores (Pflypcs, Kelli Marcus, Rebekah Johnson, and Nina Kupa) the end of their careers at Highline. However, they all take away the experiences that they have shared on the court and off.
Talent alone couldn’t take men to the NWAACCs

BY MARK KNIGHT
STAFF REPORTER

The Highline men’s basketball team could not grab enough wins to make it to the NWAACC tournament.

The talent on the team was undeniably better than last year’s.

The team last year made the tournament and was eliminated in the second round.

There are many theories floating around about why Highline ended up 8-8 in league with an overall record of 12-14.

Head Coach Che Dawson blames himself and says that his coaching techniques could have been a lot better.

“I could have done a better job,” he said.

The players aren’t buying into that.

“Coaches will say that, but it was the unit as a whole, coaches and players,” said Co-captain Tui Avava.

Post George Irby agrees.

“It wasn’t the coach’s fault, he got us prepared as a group, we weren’t focused at all,” Irby said.

The team seems to agree that the talent was better this season.

The team is in disagreement over whether the problem lies off the court.

“We had too many individuals, too many different characters,” said Irby.

Many players agree with Irby, as they say off the court the whole team didn’t hang out together.

“Our team bonding wasn’t there until the final games of the season,” said Forward Ta-var Proctor.

Even Coach Dawson agrees.

As he said, “We could have been a closer knit group.”

But other players think that off the court they got along just fine. Once they stepped on the court, the problems began.

“We got along really well off the court. It always came down to being ready,” said Avava.

It seems that it came down to both on-the-court and off-the-court problems.

“Our problem was never our talent; our problem was our sense of urgency.

“When it came to playing it always took us a good eight or nine minutes to get into the game,” said Avava.

The team does agree on the fact that it took them a lot longer to get into the game.

“There was no sense of urgency to win,” said Irby.

Not getting into the game very fast almost always leads to deeper problems.

“In the games we tended to take our talent for granted, we thought we could come back from any deficit,” said Avava.

When they took their talent for granted they lost games, and in losing games they didn’t accomplish their goal of going to the NWAACC tournament.

“If we were to go to the NWAACCs we would have made a lot of noise,” said Irby.

Everyone on the team believes that if they brought their A game every night then they would have made it. Lower Columbia and Pierce, who played against each other in the championship game of the tournament, were both in Highline’s division. The T-Birds beat both teams once.

“We could have beat those teams any given night,” said Proctor.

No one is sure of all the freshmen that are coming back as of now.

But the ones that do come back are going to hope for a better season next time around.

“You can’t help but get better,” said Avava.

The freshmen who could come back are Jeremiah Armstead, London Carter, Jesse Campbell, Myron Hennings, Nathan Jackson, Bryan Manaway, Jaxin Skyward, Nick Spann, and George Irby.

Freshman co-captain Tui Avava dodges the opposing team at a home game two weeks ago.
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“If we were to go to the NWAACCs we would have made a lot of noise,” said Irby.

Everyone on the team believes that if they brought their A game every night then they would have made it. Lower Columbia and Pierce, who played against each other in the championship game of the tournament, were both in Highline’s division. The T-Birds beat both teams once.

“We could have beat those teams any given night,” said Proctor.

No one is sure of all the freshmen that are coming back as of now.

But the ones that do come back are going to hope for a better season next time around.

“You can’t help but get better,” said Avava.

The freshmen who could come back are Jeremiah Armstead, London Carter, Jesse Campbell, Myron Hennings, Nathan Jackson, Bryan Manaway, Jaxin Skyward, Nick Spann, and George Irby.
Fastpitch throws itself back into season

By Martha Molina, Staff Reporter

Highline's fastpitch team is scrambling for players as the season opener is days away. The Lady T-Birds will begin practice with nine players, just enough for a game.

The T-Birds found themselves at a tough crossroads after losing eight sophomores last year. This included NWAACC All-Stars Emma Hinckley, Lacey Walter, Andrea Hinckley, and Amanda Richardson.

Located team in the NWAACCs and had a really strong team," said Head Coach Anne Schmidt.

The T-Birds have also suffered from a couple of injuries to returning players.

"We had some injuries," said Schmidt.

Last summer, one of the pitchers got into a car accident and was told that she would need a year to recover before she could play.

About a month ago, sophomore starting shortstop Kristy Richardson fractured her finger at practice.

"I wish I wasn't injured," said Richardson.

"I might take a redshirt this year so I can have a full season next year," Richardson's injury may possibly require surgery which will be determined by a physician next week.

Returning players for this season include first base Kaitlin Bailey, pitcher Katie Michaels, catcher Ashley Navares, second base Brittne Stewart, and possibility Richardson.

Some returning players are playing out of position in order to cover all the ends. But Schmidt said that being out of position isn't affecting them at all.

"They're not struggling," said Schmidt.

Most of them have played for a club team and in club you are required to play all positions.

"They're playing in positions they've played in the past, not the ones they focused on last year," she said.

Michaela, who normally just pitches, will be also playing second base.

"I'm excited because it's something different," said Michaels.

"I've pitched for the past five years and it's exciting to actually play," Stewart said. Stewart, who played second base last year will play third base this year.

The sophomores are contributing more to the team than just being flexible on their play, but have also become good leaders for the incoming freshmen.

"They (sophomores) are really heading and keeping the freshmen up with defense, base running, and making the team what it is," said Schmidt.

The freshmen this year are Kelsey Conklin, Sandra Proulx, Erin King, Andrea Hughes, and Jessica Rakstraw.

Even though the team may be short handed as of now, they still plan to go far this season.

"We work together toward the one goal of making it to the NWAACCs," said Michaels.

Helping out the fastpitch program this year will be assistant coaches Mark Hall, and alumni Tereen Edgecomb and Wendi Janway.

The T-Birds will have their first pre season game this Saturday at Wetnatche.

Following this game will be a road trip to California for three games with Shasta, Butte and Mendlo.

Coach Schmidt is still looking for new experienced players for this season.

For more information call 206-878-3710, ext. 3459.

Highline track team races to clench the gold once more

By Mark Knight, Staff Reporter

The Highline men's track team is out to defend their last year's title as the NWAACC champions.

Highline's men's and women's teams went to the championships last year and the men came home at the champs and the women's team placed fifth.

The men are being led in the decathlon, 100 meter, long jump, shot, ands, thrown, by sophomore Ricky Moody.

"He will be crucial for us this season," said Coach Robert Yates.

"He had a very good indoor season and is well ahead of where he was last year at this time." Bruce Hubbard is leading in sprints.

Rashawn Boyce, and Sterling Howard are also expected to do well in this category.

Highline will have other strong sprinters who are also multi-athletes.

These athletes will compete in sprints and field events.

Brymen Melver and Larry Mays are multi-athletes.

Both will be competing in sprints, the long jump, and the triple jump.

"Larry was one of the top jumpers in the indoor season and should be a favorite in the jumps this year," said Yates.

Melver will also be doing the decathlon this year and Yates thinks he will be successful in it.

Yates thinks Andrew O'Keefe will be a favorite in the hurdles.

Long distance running is expected to improve this year.

David Larpenten, Josh Frazier, Robert Bartholomew, Mike Easing, and Trevor Kalvi are scheduled to run in the long events.

David Larpenten is one of the most improved distance runners in the conference and should be a favorite in the three-mile chase and the 5,000," said Yates.

Andre Lester is expected to improve his hammer throw over last year's marks, said Yates.

Lester finished sixth in the hammer throw with a 135 5".

Overall the men's team is expected to be another strong contender in the NWAACC championships this year.

"Now that we have won the conference once, this should help give us the confidence to do it again," said Yates.

"Although everyone is shooting for us now, and it will take a lot of hard work." Some of the schools that could take away the title are Lane, Clarkamans, and Spokane.

Sophomore Sitger Marshall will be leading the women in distance and she won a conference title last year in the 5,000 meters.

Crystal Lundahl and Cheryl Lynn Flur will also be top contenders in distance running.

Sophomore Monaka White is going to be the woman to beat in the sprints.

She also won a conference title last year in the 100 meters.

Carolyn Norman and Kelly McGHugh will also compete in the sprinting events.

The pair should be very strong in the sprints said Yates.

Zori Garsamuchk will be running the 200, 400, and 800 meters.

"Garsamichuk is one of the top returning 400-meter runners," said Yates.

Last year's high jump champion Taryn Plypick who jumped 5'7", also is back.

Plypick will be competing again in the high jump and also in the triple and long jump.

"The women's team is small but very talented and we are looking to improve our finish at last year's conference meet," said Yates.

The track team's first meet is the Mount Hood Open on March 12 in Gresham, Ore.
Masonic Home to have big renovation

BY ERICA MCLEAN
STAFF REPORTER

The Des Moines Masonic retirement home is going to be renovated.

The name will be changed to Landmark on the Sound, Retirement Living from the Washington Free Masons.

“We’re re-creating the entire campus, renovating the entire building,” said Jane Ipsen, CEO of the Masonic Home.

The Masonic Home is big, fancy and lies west of the college at 23600 Marine View Drive South.

With an American flag waving in front, the Masonic home looks like a castle.

On this 77-acre lot, 120,000 square feet are occupied by this building, made out of brick, stone and stucco.

It consists of five stories containing a couple hundred rooms.

Although the home now can hold up to 180 residents, it will be able to hold 380 residents after the renovation.

“It serves to care for the elderly. That’s its primary purpose,” Ipsen said. “And provide a home for them.”

The Masonic Home was built in 1926 to take care of the wives and widows of the Masons.

“It’s a wonderful place to be,” said Cleo McCord, a 13-year resident at the Masonic Home.

During the renovation, the seniors will be sent out to live in various communities until the Masonic home is finished.

“We’re in the process of nutting the units and preparing the building,” Ipsen said.

The actual renovation will begin in 2006.

David Steele, the project manager, is helping with the renovation, as well as Mithun Architect and GLY Construction.

“Some of the goals are to have an exciting environment for seniors to live the way they live and still provide services and care they need,” Ipsen said.

Ipsen worked for a Masonic home in Wisconsin for five and a half years before she came here to work at the Home in 2002. Her job as CEO involves leading and organizing, managing financials, managing the building itself, creating strategic plans for future use, and working with the board for the future.

“I’m basically leading the operation through its changes,” Ipsen said.

She said that the only challenges they have really encountered is just changing from what the Masonic home has been for the past 70 years.

“Other than that, we haven’t really met any obstacles,” Ipsen said.

Landmark on the Sound should be completed 18 months after they start renovation.

“It’s a wonderful thing. It’s a real step in our future direction,” Ipsen said. “It’s something we need to do.”

Be put in check with Highline’s new chess club

BY SARA LOKEN
STAFF REPORTER

A new club is moving into position to get members.

The Chess Club is not only going to teach its members how to play chess, but show that learning chess will make you a better person, said Hus Pham, club president.

“The purpose of the club is to invite students to the incredible world of chess,” said Pham.

Pham said that there were “small pockets” of chess players on the campus and decided to step in and form a club to unite them.

Highline has had chess clubs in the past, but there hasn’t been one for some time, said Pham.

To be a member you don’t have to have a prior knowledge of how to play chess-the rules will be explained.

“Newcomers are most welcome,” said Pham. “Everyone can learn to play chess. Chess lies within you and the board.”

“Chess itself is not complex, the complexity lies within you and your opponent,” said Pham.

At their first meeting on Feb. 23, the members in attendance all shared their stories about their history with chess.

Many are fallen away chess players who have decided to get back in the game and a few have never played chess before but want to learn.

One of Pham’s goals for the club is to play against other community colleges that have a chess club.

But at their first meeting they decided that they would just do a casual play first to encourage new members to join.

On March 2, they set up chess boards in the Student Union and invited passes-by to come and play.

Pham is currently working on getting a tournament set up for students to play against faculty and staff for next quarter.

“It will give the student the chance to get back at their professors,” said Pham.

Pham has been playing chess for three years and during his senior year of high school won a silver medal in a state tournament.

“I trained physically and mentally,” said Pham.

Pham currently plays a style of chess that has both players blindfolded.

They move the pieces with the help of a mediator and have to see the board from memory.

But newcomers will first be trained in the classic version of chess, Pham said.

“Chess is not just for brainy intellectuals,” Pham said. “It’s the only game where a 10-year-old can go against a college professor.”

“We can teach you,” said Pham. “That’s why I came.”

The chess club meets every Wednesday in Building 10, room 102 at 1 p.m.
New bill challenges retailers and violent video games

BY MIKAY L. DOUGLAS
STAFF REPORTER

Make-believe violence could cost retailers and software companies real-world dollars in a new bill being considered by the Washington state's House of Representatives.

Lawmakers in Olympia are working on a bill to hold computer game manufacturers and retailers responsible for violent acts committed by their younger consumers.

House Bill 2178 would make it easier for victims of violent acts committed by those less than 18 years old to sue retailers and game manufacturers if they can prove that the video game was a factor in the crime.

The primary sponsor of the bill is State Rep. Mary Lou Dickerson, D-36th District, who said that she is concerned about the types of games that let the player act out murder against women and target minorities.

Dickerson told committee members during a public hearing that she doesn't think all video games are bad.

"My concern in bringing this bill is not for most video games, but it is for those ultra-violent video games and their impact on some individuals," Dickerson said.

Dickerson said that many of these types of games have already been banned in Greece, Italy, Germany, and Great Britain.

"I thought that it was only fair that our citizens have the ability to have their day in court," Dickerson said.

Police and parent groups support the bill, while software companies and retailers oppose it.

The State House Juvenile Justice and Family Law Committee got the first hearing of both sides during a public hearing on Feb. 28.

Bill Hanson, executive director for the Washington Council of Police and Sheriffs, spoke in favor of the bill.

"Our police out in the streets believe that those videos do cause violent acts out there," said Hanson. "Someone has to get to the attention of the manufacturers, who are making this garbage, and it is garbage; it's like pornography."

The Washington state PTA also gave its support for the bill.

Mark Johnson, director of government operations for the Washington State Retail Association, testified against the bill, saying that the responsibilities lie with parents, and said that retailers are already working to keep violent games out of the hands of children.

"Many retailers keep their games locked in cases and only sell them on proof of age of the purchaser," said Johnson.

Johnson said the bill would hurt the area's growing software industry by allowing a flood of lawsuits, and predicted a battle over the constitutionality of the bill should it become law.

"This bill would create a lawsuit epidemic that's just not fair to this nation," Johnson said.

State Rep. Dickerson said she would consider removing retailers from the bill if Johnson and others could prove that retailers were taking real steps towards keeping these games out of the hands of children.

Lew McMurrin, director of public and government affairs for the Washington Software Association, also testified against the bill, saying it would damage the area's growing gaming manufacturing industry.

The bill was passed by the committee and awaits action by the House Rules Committee.

Success in Winter Quarter brings back Pal Program for spring

BY IRINA PASTUSHOK
STAFF REPORTER

The International Conversation Pal Program is planning to continue throughout Spring Quarter.

The application deadline for this program is April 1, and the orientation will be held April 6, in Building 7, at 1 p.m.-2 p.m.

This program was designed for students to meet new people and make friends and is not a dating service.

The students meet once a week to talk and share stories about their culture, hobbies, life and college.

"It's a great program for everyone. This program is for Highline students, faculty, staff, and its community," said Mariko Fujiiwara, who is the director of International Student Programs.

"This program is to enhance our global understanding and awareness on our campus and in the community," she said.

During Winter Quarter the program was very successful, Fujiiwara said. Almost 70 people participated and about 170 students showed up at the Fall Quarter orientation, which was overwhelming for the organizers of the program.

Most of those students were international students who joined the program to communicate more with English speaking students.

These students come from all over the world and join the program to make new friends at Highline.

Highline encourages students to join the program. Applications are available online at http://www.highline.edu/students/international/activities.html or at International Student Programs in Building 6.
Fair spreads health information

By Amanda Downs

Biology students infected the Student Union with knowledge of diseases and body systems at the Health Information Fair.

The fair was on Tuesday, March 8 in the Mount Constance/ Mount Olympus rooms from 2 to 6 p.m.

Joy Strohmaier, biology professor, spearheaded the event. As a final project, Strohmaier requires her students to write a research paper. But this quarter she wanted her students’ work to teach others.

“My students do so much work on their papers that I wanted other people to see it, not just my class,” said Strohmaier.

Other departments participated in the event; Respiratory Care had a table, and the Nursing program took peoples’ blood pressure.

The fair hosted many topics, ranging from specific viruses and diseases to how certain body systems function.

Other subjects include ailments such as eczema, kidney stones and broader topics such as bioterrorism.

Tables were set up around the perimeter of the room where each group had a poster board describing their topic. Participants were encouraged to browse the fair and stop at tables of interest to learn more about the subject.

“We wanted students to wander in and interact,” said Strohmaier.

Many groups had hand-outs to give to interested viewers.

Tashiani Folkes and her group did their project on the sexually transmitted diseases human papilloma virus (HPV) and herpes.

Folkes’ group talked to Planned Parenthood and got condoms and flyers about birth control and STDS to hand out.

Folkes close to focus on HPV because a friend of hers had it.

“Not a lot of people know that they have HPV,” Folkes said. “The only way to find out is by having yearly pelvic exams.”

Some groups used short video clips and models to help participants understand the topic.

When there was a free moment, the students visited others’ tables and evaluated their peers; many students said that they were impressed with their classmates’ displays.

Student Robert Lyman and his group did their project on how the immune system works.

Lyman’s grandmother had lupus, an autoimmune disease where the antibodies in a person start to attack specific joints or organs in the body.

While lupus is usually a mild disease afflicting only certain organs, some people have very serious cases.

Symptoms of lupus include achy joints, skin rashes, and fatigue.

While the cause of lupus is unknown, scientists believe that both genetic and environmental factors, such as extreme stress or certain drugs, may trigger the disease.

Because of his grandmother’s illness, Lyman said that he wanted to learn more about it and how the immune system actually functions.

Student Teresa Bowens chose kidney stones as her topic.

Bowens had a kidney stone before because of poor diet, and wanted to learn more about how a person acquires the condition and why.

“I learned a lot by doing this project,” Bowens said. She also said that researching the topic inspired her to prevent it from happening again.

Student Rocky Horan and his group did their project on childhood diseases, such as measles and rotavirus.

Horan said that people should be educated about common ailments such as the ones that his group focused on.

Strohmaier said that she wants to make the fair a regular event.

“I hope to have another fair next quarter,” said Strohmaier.
Des Moines Police plan ahead for success

BY ERICA MCLEAN
STAFF REPORTER

Des Moines Police plan to cut crime rates.

The police department has developed a strategic plan to improve life in the city of Des Moines.

Highline lies completely in the Des Moines city boundaries. Campus safety refers to serious crimes to the Des Moines Police.

Roger Baker, police chief of the city of Des Moines, said that citizens have a considerable amount of expectations for their police department.

"The conflict between the police department and community comes from unmet expectations," said Baker.

The police department started out by forming a committee and asking the opinions of the community members on what they thought the police department needed to focus on in their city.

"It’s a cooperative effort," Baker said. "All the talent we need to make this happen is already here. What they need is a plan and a coach."

Baker then compared the City of Des Moines to an orchestra.

"It isn’t just me," Baker said. "I’m the conductor of this orchestra."

The department has also written a booklet that informs the community about what the department is doing and how they are going to do it.

Baker likened this to a game.

"The rules are in the front of the booklet for the citizens to read, while the instructions for how the game is going to be played come thereafter," Baker said.

"The purpose of this plan is to determine the needs of the community and to bring the resources of the community and police department together."

The police have already put the plan into effect in January.

Some of the first things they’ve accomplished are a reduction in calls for service, helping solve problems in specific areas and identifying problem locations.

"There is already less graffiti since the city of Des Moines put in the ordinance against it," Baker said.

"We need to keep up with all the changes."

The committee has divided the city into four districts. They are the North Hill district, Central and Pacific Ridge, Zenith and Delrose, and the Woodmont and Redondo districts.

The North Hill District includes everything North of 216th Street, while the Central and Pacific Ridge District is neighborhoods south of 216th Street, east of Marine View Drive, and north of Kent-Des Moines Road.

The Zenith and Delrose District includes neighborhoods west of Marine View Drive, south of Kent-Des Moines Road, and north of South 252nd Street.

The Woodmont and Redondo District includes neighborhoods south of South 252nd Street.

Most of the crime is coming from the Central and Pacific Ridge district.

Baker said that the reason there is so much more crime in the Pacific Ridge district than anywhere else because there is more opportunity for crime there.

Baker said that a majority of the car thefts are coming from the Pacific Ridge area too.

"The plan will take care of the car thefts through a better use of technology to identify where and when cars are being stolen and who, in fact, are the crooks," Baker said.

"We’re going to have to rely harder on technology than ever before."

The biggest issue that the police department has to deal with is resources in order to make the plan work.

"We’re updating and upgrading our network systems," Baker said.

Since the police department has a limited budget they are budgeting for future years, so they can know where and when they need to spend their money.

"We’re laying things out five years in advance to let the city plan what to do," Baker said.

The committee will meet four times a year to assess where they were, where they are, and where they need to be in three months.

Then, they will do a report to the city council on what they have accomplished that year.

This report will be made open to the public afterwards.

"I’m anticipating a reduction in Part 1 crimes," Baker said.

Part 1 crimes include murder, homicide, burglary, car thefts, arson, and assault.

"It’s constant re-evaluation," Baker said.

"I think we need to sit down and review strategies entirely after five years."

Baker said that 2010 is an artificial cut-off date for this plan.

"Every year, this plan will be updated and will be changing," Baker said.

Under the crime fighting issue, Baker said that they wanted to be the cutting edge, and have the best they can come up with, technology-wise.

"We want to be lighter, faster and smarter," said Baker.

Lighter is less people: faster is being able to stop problems faster than ever; and smarter is where they need to be, smart enough to do it all.

"The people here have taken this very seriously and they’re working very hard," Baker said.

"I am so proud of the folks behind this process."
New bookstore sails into Port Gamble

BY SARA LOKEN

Lyn Playle is taking a risk on starting a bookstore in Port Gamble.

Having worked at Highline for 14 years as a library technician, Playle is turning the page for a new chapter in life.

"I've daydreamed about it for close to 20 years," said Playle.

Port Gamble, located about eight miles north of Kingston, is in the midst of a makeover.

The town was built around a mill, owned by Pope and Talbot, that operated from 1857 to 1995.

It was shut down due to a rising cost in logs and a lowered price for lumber.

Since that time, the town has been through a re-growth to bring in tourism.

Playle's shop, The Dauntless: More Than a Bookstore, is one of a series of old houses that are being renovated for small businesses.

Playle is leasing the house from Pope Resources, who bought the homes and are using them for small businesses.

The company helps to set up the shops, and helps to ease people into their business.

"They're really generous," said Playle. "The shop owners don't compete with each other. It's all like a community."

Port Gamble has planned festivals and special days that will try to draw in visitors, and it's those days that Playle hopes to draw people into The Dauntless.

"I'm trying to aim for seasons and festivals," said Playle.

Port Gamble also offers a Children's Saturday. Crafts and music are set up to appeal to children and Playle is setting up a part of her store specifically for children.

"There's a little house in the back of the bookstore that will be the children's bookstore," said Playle.

There is also Civil War reenactments and medieval festivals that happen throughout the year, and she is currently looking for Civil War and medieval books to sell during those festivals.

Playle has been accumulating books for over 15 years, storing them in her storage shed and closets.

She currently has between 8,000 and 10,000 books in her home.

"They're all in my living room and bedrooms right now," said Playle.

Every quarter the Library Technicians have a book sale, however this quarter they didn't as Playle purchased all the books for her store.

Her shop won't open until April and she's currently getting everything ready before the books come in.

Every weekend, and in the mornings before she comes to work at Highline, Playle is in Port Gamble getting The Dauntless set up.

Once the store opens Playle will move Port Gamble from her current residence in Des Moines and work full time in her bookstore.

The name, The Dauntless, comes from an old sailing ship, said Playle. As the town is on the water, it keep with the nautical theme.

The excitement of the opening is building, and when it's open it will hit, said Playle.

"It's all so new, that's what's exciting about it," said Playle. "Every day is new and I'm learning more things all the time."

Former Highline student triumphs over obstacles

BY MICHELLE ERICKSEN

After overcoming incredible hardships, language barriers, and escaping from a communist country, a former Highline student went on to law school.

She Popp, who came to Honors College last Wednesday, was born in Romania in 1982. Romania was a communist country.

She went to a private school halfway across the city, because her parents wanted her to have a good education. In 1989, after the revolution, her parents decided to move from Romania to give their children a better chance for education.

"We had to sneak out of the country because the Romanian government would stop you if they knew you weren't coming back," Popp said.

Her family came to the United States as political refugees. Popp's mother was the only one who could speak a little English; she had taken English in high school.

They came to the United States with $1,000 and nowhere to live. Her father saw a man having car problems and since he knew something about cars he helped him fix his car.

The man was a very nice gentleman who took in her entire family, and became their benefactor for the next two years. Popp was 10 when she came here. Her parents sent her to public school where Popp had a hard time.

"I spent more time trying to fit in rather than on focusing on the education my parents brought me here for," Popp said. "I barely graduated from high school."

Popp started working at the GAP when she was 16 and worked there for four years. Her mom insisted that she go to college, so Popp started going to Highline.

After taking a coordinated study with Barbara Clinton, she became more motivated. She realized it wasn't hard to apply herself and get good grades.

Popp graduated in 2002 from Highline with an associate of arts degree. She went on to the University of Washington where she graduated with a degree in speech and communications.

Popp is currently going to law school. She was inspired to go to law school by her own experience as a refugee and wanted to help other refugees who come to the United States.
Teacher

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"If I could give students any advice about college it would be to assume and accept that you are now responsible for your success or failure. Don't blame it on your parents or your teachers, but on yourself. It is a hard lesson to learn but it is a lesson you need to get over with as soon as you get to college," Meerdink said.

She said that the transition can be difficult because classes move a lot faster at college than they do in high school. She said that one of the most valuable things students can learn is how to schedule.

"One of the exercises that I require all of the Math 81 instructors to teach is out of the textbook and includes a section on scheduling and managing time," Meerdink said. "It is a skill that students can apply to their lives past their college experience. They can use the weekly schedule for all of their classes as well as for work and their lives after college," Meerdink said.

Psychology professor Dr. Bob Baugher also said he feels that things learned at college can be life-changing. He said that an important element is having an open mind.

"The biggest mistake I see is that students are closed-minded. They want lists of facts — they don't want to be told that there are a lot of different answers or that each of us has to find our own answers," Baugher said.

While Baugher admitted that there are those whose focus is on getting a degree instead of an education, he said that his goal is for students to take advantage of what Highline has to offer and walk out of a classroom with a different perspective.

History and Political Science teacher Jim Glennon also views Highline's offerings as valuable and said he believes that the community college is the greatest democratic innovation for those reasons.

"First, you choose to come here. Second, you don't have to stay here. And lastly, you can choose to come back any time you are ready and there is no stigma attached," Glennon said.

"We hold students to the same academic rigor as all of the four-year schools and some students are very shocked by the academic level we require them to attain. We would be doing them a disservice if we didn't require it. They would transfer unprepared and find that they had wasted two years. If the standards were not the same, we would be setting students up to fail," Baer said.

Professor Baer said that his advice to students is to take classes that will be academically challenging.

"Choose classes that you know will challenge you and if they don't — complain, complain, complain. If the class is not up to par, it will cost you in the end," Baer said.

With such high expectations, Baer said that the support students will find from the faculty is vital to their success.

"The secret is support. That is the only way we can do what we do. Highline is much more personal than most four-year schools. Instead of classes of around 300, there will be classes of around 24," Baer said.

"Students are able to get help they need at the Tutoring Center. They don't have to deal with teachers aides, but instead the faculty is easily accessible and ready to help for hours on end. Teachers are able to know and care for their students — that's what we are here for," Baer said.

Glenmon espouses the same dedication to his students.

"My successes are lived through the lives of my students — they are the battery that keeps me going," Glennon said.

"In general, there is a stereotype that teachers are not expected to get to know their students. But here, you can't get lost. Students can get as much help as they need or want. There is not a teacher in this building that does not give extra and their differences compliment one another. I am amazed at the commitment of the faculty here — it makes me proud to be a teacher," Glennon said.

Highline is one of the biggest needs of students as the need to make connections.

"There is that level of trust. If I can get them to feel comfortable, I can reach them at a crucial time in their lives. It is like the teacher on Mr. Holland's Opus said: 'I will do anything to get them to learn.'" Glennon said.

He said that if there was one thing he tried to change in his students, it is their attitudes.

"If I can change 'I have to' to 'I want to,' that reflected change in attitude can change around a person's entire life," Glennon said.

Mold claim not found in building

BY KEVIN GARBER STAFF REPORTER

The tail of the mold has run cold in Building 6.

According to the Health and Safety Committee at High-
line, complaints have surfaced about toxic mold in Building 6 that is causing symptoms such as tiredness, headaches, and sinus infections.

Facilities has been made aware of the situation, but so far has not found any mold in the building.

"We're in the process of investigating," Director of Facili-
ties Pete Babington said.

Babington also said that Fa-
cilities has checked the ventila-
tion systems, a place where mold tends to collect, and did not find any traces of mold.

"We're not done looking," Babington said.

He points out that the normal operations of the building can be interrupted and Facilities still must perform its normal duties, so it is hard to find time to search for the mold.

Babington also said that the only complaint he knows of was an anonymous complaint to the Health and Safety Com-
mittee, which identifies no area where the smell is coming from or seems strongest, as well as nobody Facilities can question to find out such information.

Facilities has found one problem in the search for mold.

The room that houses the motors for the elevators had a broken exhaust fan, so it is poss-
sible that the smell that is caus-
ing the problem came from that.

The other area of interest Babington mentioned is an area in the old bookstore that had flooded and could possibly have the moisture that mold re-
quires to grow.

"At this point we don't know enough to know," Babington said.

Babington said that Facilities will continue to check the building and see if there is any mold and if so how to dispose of it.

Wanted!
The Thunderword is looking for photographers for Spring Quarter. Call 206-878-3710 ext. 3317 or email tword@highline.edu

Alaska Fishing Lodge

Lodge Hostess Position

Ken's Fishing Adventures fishing lodge currently has an opening for the 2005 summer season (May—September) for lodge hosts. The lodge is located in Sitka, Alaska. Must be self-motivated and be able to work well with others.

Responsibilities include:

• Provide friendly and efficient customer service to all lodge guests
• Operate and maintain kitchen equipment
• Prepare meals for guests
• Maintain cleanliness of facility

Our days start early; a positive attitude and being a team player are a must. If you're not a morning person, don't have a cheerful outlook and cannot work well with others, please don't apply.

Monthly Salary $1,500.00 includes lodging.

Email Resume to: Greg Koh
SNAIL MAIL: email@kainsfishingadventures.com
Phone 252-2851

A Practical Education for the Real World

Transfer up to 90
Lower Division Credits

Earn your Bachelor of Science in Business Administration in less than two years.

At City University, we offer all the education, experience, and resources necessary to help you realize your business career goals.

A BSBA requires you with a broad range of skills that you can successfully apply to jobs in industry, government, education, health services, and not-for-profit. A BSBA provides a thorough understanding of the mechanics of business and is crucial for success in today's fast-paced, competitive job market.

Program Features

Street University is accredited through the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities and the International Assembly of Collegiate Business Education.

info@cityu.edu
1.888.42.CITYU
www.cityu.edu

City University is a not-for-profit and an Equal Opportunity Institution accredited by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities.
**The Thunderword**

**Students**

"I don't think that they push you enough in high school. They kind of leave it up to you, what you want to do. They just try to get you through high school," student Jon Limbeck said.

"I expected [my time at Highline] to be hard, but I got out," said James Turner, who has since become involved in Student Government.

Turner's extracurricular activities, combined with homework have provided a challenge. "I ended up with more work than I expected," he said.

"In high school we had a full load of classes," student Christine Kim said. "In a way, college is kind of easier. Maybe it's because I'm not taking as many classes now."

"I thought it would be harder than this. It's not that hard," student Kyung Lee said.

"A lot of people here seem more mature than at four-year schools like the University of Washington or Western Washington University," said Kevin McMullin who has friends at both schools.

McMullin, who attended De- catur High School before com- ing to Highline, said that his work now is easier than when he was in high school.

Student Nissa Moore, who attended Seattle Central Community College before coming to Highline, says she misses the paid non-student tutors that Seattle Central provided.

Some students expressed their frustrations with the hit- and-miss nature of getting good professors.

"Some teachers I've had teach at the University level," said student Chris Dillon. "When I had two hours of homework a night in a class, it was a pain but I came out knowing the material with a good grade. But in a class where there is no homework and just tests, I'm failing." Dillon said you can take easy classes here and transfer totally unprepared.

"I can name 10 people I know who went to four year schools and dropped out," he said.

Student Chelsea Jefferson said classes here are more demanding and more interesting than in high school, noting that people are also more mature.

Jefferson said she's primarily had dedicated professors, but did a writing course that lacked structure which did make the class more difficult.

Investing time in the college outside of classes has proved helpful for some.

"I came to school probably not really ready. I was scared to death when I walked in here," student Marilyn Gerhardt said. Gerhardt is now on the library staff.

Student Kyle Droduck who attends both Highline and UW said that he sees the two as equally demanding.

"It's different from a four-year school. In here you need to find a way to get involved," said Droduck, a former president of the Environment Club.

"If you don't get involved you can get really lost," Droduck said.

"There are lots of really good faculty [here]," said Droduck. He says he never felt comfortable telling people he was an aspiring photographer until he was empowered by his interaction with professors.

---

**Bill**

continued from Page 1

ordinating Board conduct a study to determine how well Running Start students are do- ing in their college-level cours- es in comparison to their WASL and college entrance scores.

The bill also requires that the study include a review of the completion rate of courses taken by Running Start students compared to their WASL and college entrance exam scores, as well as looking at causes for students not completing courses while in Running Start.

The bill was passed by the Senate on March 8, and is now awaiting action by the House Higher Education Committee.

---

**Are you creative? Good with computers? Like to make graphics?**

The Thunderword is looking for a Graphics Editor for Spring Quarter.

Please bring samples of work. Call 206-878-3710 ext. 3317
e-mail tword@highline.edu
Stop by in Building 10-106